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                                    Episode 45: Chessmaster's Legacy

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Coming Soon at IndyPlanet! The 43rd Anniversary of the creation of the series A Deviant Mind.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 44: Sins Of Our Fathers Revisited

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Najimi, Banara and Hy’Kri pursue the strange game that Checkmate has plunged them into. The stakes are now raised, and they begin to realize that once they run out of time, this mad game is over...and house Waniokai will be no more.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 43: Sekhet!

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Najimi, Banara and Hy'Kri struggle half-blind on the strangest planet yet, under the pulsating light of an eclipsing binary star in a triple star system amid the ruins of an old outpost.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 42: Post Apocalyptic Laundromat

                                

                            
                                                    
                                The stand-off on Hasta IV brings the surviving members of Sword of Myth in a last-ditch effort to find the missing Queens of Waniokai and stop the confederation forces bent on overthrowing the RimWorlds, before it's too late.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 01: Exodus

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Tara awakens in a regeneration tube with amnesia, no recollection of who she is and where she comes from. The truth is, she has a secret that makes her worth hunting--and it's far more terrible than anyone could have ever imagined.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 02: Wanted!

                                

                            
                                                    
                                A Confederation Senator appears, demanding to extradite Tara to justice for crimes she cannot remember committing! Major Shola is her only hope.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 03: Wolf In Sheep's Clothing

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Tara hooks up with a pair of freebooters on their way to pay off an old enemy, and they all walk out with a lot more than they expected.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 04: Code Red!

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Tara crosses paths with Kohl the Bounty Hunter, who is determined to bring her in dead or alive! She quickly learns the vendetta is personal.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 05: Chess!

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Tara awakens as the prisoner of out of the ordinary villains Chess and CheckMate, whose bizarre games play the fates of entire worlds in their hands.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 06: Dreamtime

                                

                            
                                                    
                                After a daring escape from Chess and CheckMate, Tara is aided by aliens. They give her medicinal mushrooms to heal her injuries, but her waking dreams are unexpected.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 07: The Princess

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Tara buys the freedom of a slave girl at a desert kiosk who claims to be a princess on her homeworld. Tara's mission is to get the bitter princess home...if she doesn't kill her first.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 08: Heart of the Matter

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Princess Najimi is returned to Alpha Centauri amid a flurry of media and paparrazzi, while Tayge and Lucky return to Dhalak's Casino to settle affairs once and for all.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 09: The Vacation Nobody Had

                                

                            
                                                    
                                What does a funeral wake, a half dozen rival factions, an irate royalty with a small army, an immortal Volbkhelian, a group of bounty hunters, and a military gun show have in common? Not a bloody thing from what we can figure!

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 10: Truth Is Relative

                                

                            
                                                    
                                When Najimi's cryofrozen body is snatched by green thugs, Tara perseveres to rescue Najimi's corpse, and return it to the family to whom it belongs.


                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 11: Riyaki Rising

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Tara finally learns the truth about Najimi's past, and things will never again be the same. Najimi prepares to bid her sister and her friend farewell, and Tara reaches a coming of age of sorts.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 12: Gothika

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Imperial veterans Lucky and Tayge find a chance for redemption from their PTSD as disaster moves them to use all the skill at their disposal to save lives.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 13: Akari

                                

                            
                                                    
                                In a small village on a primitive, Idyllic planet, Asuka Chiharu and her grandmother Kyo take a stranger in, who later confesses that she is not from this world. 

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 14: Post Traumatic Stress

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Along the rocky road to recovery, Najimi suddenly refuses all counseling, gives A.G.N.E.S. the double bird and walks out! A 3 am meeting in the mess hall with Dr. Rausch erupts into a confrontation. 

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 15: Door At the Edge of Nowhere

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Tayge and Kohl use the portal on Kaiousei to go after Tara, but young Asuka jumps in after them! They will need all their wits to get back alive.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 16: Political Asylum

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Najimi has a crush on the new girl. Najimi thinks dirty thoughts. Problem is, no one told Naji that the new girl is a telepath.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 17: Crown Casino Sky City

                                

                            
                                                    
                                A weekend getaway at posh Crown Casino leads Tara and Adrian into conflict with a formidable enemy who has a mission and refuses to be stopped! 

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 18: Sword of Myth

                                

                            
                                                    
                                A tale from decades past, a tale of war and rebellion and the part four young people once played in it.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 19: When All You Once Knew Is Gone

                                

                            
                                                    
                                When an accidental touch triggers post traumatic stress, Najimi despairs of recovering and runs back to the street life she was comfortable with.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 20: Body and Soul

                                

                            
                                                    
                                A week away from Basic cadet training graduation finds Najimi, recommended for officers’ candidate school and a valuable career in leadership, weighing out her crown vs. a relationship with Asuka.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 21: Sh'Vai!

                                

                            
                                                    
                                A mysterious device left at the scene of Asuka's kidnapping transports Tayge and Najimi into intrigue and mortal danger!

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 22: Toy Soldiers

                                

                            
                                                    
                                The race called the Urlu recruit Asuka to perform a mission of redemption.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 23: The Rightful Queen

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Three Royal sisters struggle for the throne of Waniokai--but only ONE can be...THE RIGHTFUL QUEEN.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 24: Freedom To Be

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Najimi and Banara learn the story of their mother's past and how she started a rebellion that united the RimWorlds.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 25: Looking Forward

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Summoned before the Imperial High Court of the Alpha Centaurian Tribunal, Tara is called to account for charges brought by Senator Vortau. A group of assassins arrive to silence her testimony for good.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 26: Altairian Hustle I

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Najimi arranges for VIP access passes for a weekend at Dhalak’s Casino. Asuka knows that Tayge, Lucky and Xiu all have unfinished business with Dhalak to resolve. So they begin their trip with a ‘let’s see how it goes’ attitude, but the Altairian hustle will be one weekend they’ll remember for awhile!

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 27: Altairian Hustle II

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Down below in the vault, someone else has a day of reckoning planned for Dhalak and company! With two con artists desperately plotting to outdo one another with the contents of the vault as the prize, this bit of hijinks may just go down with a bang.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 28: Under A Wandering Starr

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Hard-drinking, hard fighting Chani L'Ishan returns to her homeworld to a less than enthusiastic welcome for a veteran of The RimWars.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 29: Hiraeth Revisited

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Tara recovers from injuries she sustained during the High Court Tribunal hearing, but is haunted by strange dreams for the first time in months. When she thinks she has touched on a memory, the moment she awakens, it fades.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 30: Confederation Dreams

                                

                            
                                                    
                                A captive alien’s warning guides Tara out of dreamtime to realtime: she has been seized, her only hope of leaving this realm lies in the truth. But Black Pan knows Tara has always been guided by her strong sense of self. He plans to destroy it, and her spirit, once and for all.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 31: Out of Limbo

                                

                            
                                                    
                                ....Lost in a dream within a dream within a dream! An ambulance is summoned to rush Tara to the hospital after her shocking and sudden collapse, with none of her friends realizing for a moment that she was felled by a crushing psychic attack! She regains 'consciousness' in a hazy dreamworld.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 32: Baggage

                                

                            
                                                    
                                The Bouncer is kidnapped by aliens and abandoned, and is offered the chance to purge his baggage by rescuing Chani, whose baggage rivals his own. 

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 33: Revenge!

                                

                            
                                                    
                                In the final OCS graduation exercise, Najimi faces an old acquaintance with a grudge.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 34: Banara's Guide To The RimWorlds

                                

                            
                                                    
                                As work begins on the Guide to the RimWorlds, an uprising on Dorbacj IV creates a situation on which the newly-crowned Queen Banara must make a decision. Old factions are arising to create chaos against the legacy of the ruling family of Waniokai.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 35: Let's Hear It For The RimWorlds Tour

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Twin Queens Najimi and Banara begin their Royal Tour of the RimWorlds! But with the history of House Waniokai and Confed assassins still working against them, it doesn't go quite as planned.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 36: Walking Among The Dead

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Chani finds herself alone with her ghosts and sorts through the darkness in search of a personal, final peace at last.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 37: Indoctrination of Good Vs. Evil

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Liberated from prison, Rak'entha is blackmailed by Confederation politicians to serve the Dominion Campaign against the RimWorlds. She learns she was tricked into murdering Queen Banaii for a lie, and she has sold her soul forever.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 38: Dominion Campaign

                                

                            
                                                    
                                It’s GAME ON--! Chess and Najimi match wits in an initial game. The stakes? the fate of the RimWorlds themselves. 

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 39: Paranoia!

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Paranoia! Trapped aboard a ghost ship continuing its endless loop in space between two planets that no longer exist, unable to walk and coming to grips with the fact that one or both of her children are responsible for the deaths of countless Riyaki refugees, Nana finds her tenuous grasp on reality slipping away.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 40: End Game

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Chess finds himself matching wits once more against his assistant CheckMate! Chess feels the pull of the game and knows that if he does not do something, and very soon, he will lose the game completely.

And Chess really hates to lose.

                            

                                            
	
                                                    
                            
                                                        
                                    Episode 41: Ghost Land

                                

                            
                                                    
                                Kidnapped! Snatched from within the very safety of House Waniokai, surrounded by aides, Their Majesties Najimi and Banara and their assistant Hy'Kri G'Zele find themselves on the threshold of an ancient portal on an alien world!

                            

                                            


    



Unlock even more action and sci-fi adventure by becoming a Patron!
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Welcome to the VIP Patron Member Signup page! This is your stop to renew your Saturday Matinee or upgrade to VIP Patron Member status! The first five episodes of A Deviant Mind are FREE for new readers. All you have to do is click on A Deviant Mind #1 to get started. Once you're hooked and love the story, what then? Here is your one stop to get FULL ACCESS to one of the most unique Space Opera series around.
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